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Major Research Questions
● What threat does nuclear terrorism 

currently pose?

● What policies can be enacted to 
address these threats?



Case Studies
Our research and analysis is based on two regions...

Chechnya, Russia Kashmir Province, India



Research Structure
Drawing broad conclusions on nuclear terrorism policy through our case 
studies

Part 1:  Foundational Knowledge
● Current nuclear treaties, regional information (nuclear profile, non-state 

actor groups)

Part 2: Current efforts by India and Russia to secure nuclear materials
● Handling current threats, pros and cons of these methods

Part 3: Broader lessons and conclusions we can make from India and Russia
● Creating global policy recommendations on preventing nuclear terrorism



Politics of the Kashmir Region
● Conflict formally began in 1947, but tensions started prior
● 1947:  The end of British rule 
● Partition of the Indian subcontinent into Hindu-majority India and 

Muslim-majority Pakistan
● Indo-Pakistani War of 1947 broke out over issue of Indian sovereignty over 

Kashmir; followed by two more armed conflicts in 1965 and 1999
● China also began to play a larger role in the conflict in the 1950s, gradually 

taking control of eastern Kashmir (Aksai Chin)
 



Politics of the Kashmir Region [Continued]

● Control of the region is still divided
● Both India and Pakistan claim the 

region for cultural and political 
reasons

● Unrest is strong in the 
Indian-administered region
○ 60% of residents are Muslim and 

seek independence or union with 
Pakistan 



Politics of the Kashmir Region [Continued]

● India has deployed 600,000 soldiers into the region
● Highest troop to civilian ratio in the world.
● Security forces have committed human rights abuses and occupy vital 

infrastructure 
● This affects Kashmiri people and further foments violent conflict



Indian Nuclear Stockpiles
● Concrete and exact data about India’s nuclear abilities are shrouded in 

controversy and doubt: very little information is actually available
● India is estimated to have between 90 and 110 nuclear weapons 
● Fast expansion of nuclear weapons program 

○ Nuclear development sites near Mysore and Challakere, built for the 
enrichment of uranium
■ Produces around 403 pounds of weapons-grade uranium per 

year: i.e. at least 26 modern hydrogen bombs
○ 5 nuclear reactors in construction
○ Progress runs in tandem with that of Pakistan and China, India seeks 

to compete with them



Threats to Indian Nuclear Security: 
Terrorist Organizations

● Used as proxies by Pakistan, connections to organizations like Al-Qaeda
● Allows use of territory for safe havens
● Lashkar-e-Taiba: Perpetrators of Mumbai bombings 
● Hampers cooperation between India and Pakistan



Threats to Indian Nuclear Security: 
Kashmir Conflict

● National militaries and police forces frequently clash
○ Confrontations with protestors and foreign actors

● Covert Operations
○ Pakistani ISI in particular
○ Coordination with terrorist groups
○ False-flag attacks

● Inconsistent border security
○ Smuggling
○ Terrorism
○ Skirmishes



Policy Recommendation for India (1)
● Any place of storage for nuclear materials at risk
● Nuclear plants employed for civil use more at risk, less 

secure
● Atomic Energy Regulation Board (AERB)

○ Still linked to the Indian government (Hierarchy: 
Indian PM & Cabinet → Atomic energy commission 
→ Department of Atomic Energy & AERB) 

○ Give more autonomy
○ Need a regulated versus regulator divide
○ Prevents insecure acceleration of Indian nuclear 

proliferation
○ Terrorists exploit insecurities

● Nuclear Safety Regulatory Authority 
○ If passed by parliament (lapsed once, failed once) 

would cement autonomy



Policy Recommendation for India (2)

● Join Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
○ Agree to halt growth of nuclear arsenal
○ Limit non-state threats by reducing stockpiles
○ Show of good faith 



Chechnya: Political Context and 
Background to the Conflict

1774 - Ossetia joins Russian Empire
1817-1864 - Caucasian War
1991 - Breakup of USSR - Chechen 
independence declared
1994-1996 - First Chechen War
1999-2009 - Second Chechen War
2007 - Ramzan Kadyrov made president
2013 - Renewed violence in Grozny



Chechen Political Grievances
● Massive Russian troop presence
● Paramilitary squads and secret 

police
● Personal critics suppressed
● Kremlin selects “appropriate” 

candidates
● Lack of integration of elements of 

traditional Islamic or Sharia law



The Evolving Chechen Threat

Nationalist 
Separatism 

Islamic 
Insurgency



Russian Nuclear Stockpiles

● Decline of the program in the 2000s continues
● Current estimates - 7,000 warheads

○ Majority stockpiled or retired
● Fall of the USSR problem
● Nuclear reactors in Rostov-on-Don, chemical 

facilities in Grozny



Threats to Russian Nuclear Security: 
Militant Non-State Actors

● Chechen separatists still a potential source of destabilization and terror
● Caucasus Emirate - bolstered by the Taliban, Al-Qaeda

○ Mixture of various older terrorist organizations
○ Some conducted mass attacks in Russia and/or attempted to seize 

powerful weaponry
● Regional government has been inconsistent in dealing with these groups



Threats to Russian Nuclear Security: 
Tense Diplomatic Relations

● Recently, Russian relations with many countries (notably the USA) have 
worsened

● Conflicts have driven a wedge between Russia and the United States
● Tension threatens trend of nuclear de-escalation
● New push for nuclear growth could open vulnerabilities



Policy Recommendation for Russia (1): 
Renovation and Maintenance of Aging Nuclear 

Infrastructure

● Aging Russian nuclear stockpiles date 
back to Soviet era, making them 
vulnerable

● A weakening economy since the collapse 
of the USSR has made updates and 
renewal to the stockpiles challenging 

● Moscow should pursue funds for facility 
modernization from the international 
community



Policy Recommendation for Russia (2):  
Increasing International Cooperation with America

● Continued U.S. financial assistance is essential 
○ Weakened Ruble = challenges for Russian maintenance and security of stockpiles
○ U.S. Department of Energy already spends $60+ million on Russian nuclear 

security as recently as 2016

● Continued training in stringent 
Western protocols is necessary
○ Many Russian nuclear security 

protocols fall behind Western 
equivalents

○ Past DOE programs created 
Russian experts trained in modern 
nuclear security and accounting 
techniques



Policy Recommendation for Russia (2):  
Increasing International Cooperation with America [Continued]

● Broad U.S-Russian cooperation against global terror
○ Continue collaborated airstrikes against the Islamic State and the Nusra Front
○ Begin limited Intelligence sharing with regards to terrorist organizations and 

leadership
○ Obvious limitations due to current U.S.-Russian political tensions



Policy Recommendation for Russia (3): 
Separating External Tensions from Nuclear Cooperation

● Need for permanently standing, high-level 
U.S.-Russian focus group
○ Currently short-term and private sector 

alternatives
■ Belfer Center US-Russia Initiative to 

Prevent Nuclear Terrorism
● Advantages of focus group over current alternatives

○ New focus group’s permanent (or 
long-standing) mandate = prevention of 
discussion breakdowns due to political crises

○ High-level staffing by federal insiders from both 
sides = prestige and close connection to 
policymakers, leading to more substantial 
results



Thank you!


